IATEFL Impressions
by Birgit Strotmann

53rd International IATEFL Conference and Exhibition, Liverpool,
2nd-5th April, 2019
As TESOL-SPAIN is an affiliate of IATEFL, one of the most influential English
teachers’ associations worldwide, one board member is required to attend the
IATEFL convention every three years. This year I was lucky enough to be
chosen to go, and I’d like to share a few impressions and reflections with you,
the members of TESOL-SPAIN.
Day 1: Associates’ Day
Sixty-five delegates attend from IATEFL’s 120 affiliates all over the world. We
find out that the delegate from Palestine did not obtain a visa and could not
attend. It is sad that not even the right to education can overcome the barriers
of hate and distrust.
Super fun: Icebreaker
In order to break the ice, we do the M & M activity. Do you know this one? It’s a
great activity to use in class, too. It goes like this:
1. Participants form groups of 5.
2. Each group is given a bag of M&Ms.
3. Each participant grabs a handful, but is not allowed to eat them yet.
4. First they have to talk about themselves, depending on the colour of the
M&Ms in their hand:
a. Blue: Talk about your teachers association
b. Green: talk about yourself
c. Red: Talk about your country
d. Yellow: ….
I am sure you can think of many ways of adapting this to your classrooms….

Super important: Scholarships to attend IATEFL
IATEFL offers 25 different scholarships to attend their convention. They
specifically asked us to promote these, so please, have a look at the
information here: LINK. The IATEFL Convention is a great experience – sharing
training with over 3,000 education professionals from all over the world creates

a feeling of community of practice that is very real. Make sure you are one of
them next year!

Super interesting: Indigenization
In the poster sessions I get talking to Caroline Ebert from BCTeal in Canada,
who tells me that their association, in line with the national guidelines, is making
an effort to include “Indigenization” training, i.e. raising awareness of the history,
culture and languages of Canada’s indigenous people as part of all training
events. Makes me thoughtful!

Day 2: EVE Awards
On Tuesday, Fiona Mauchline, in representation of EVE (Equal Voices in ELT),
presented me with the purple award certificate for the 2018 TESOL-SPAIN
convention for both gender and L1/L2 speaker equality.

Days 2 to 4: Convention tidbits
Here are my – very selective and quite personal – impressions from the talks I
attended:
Plenary by Paula Rebolledo, Chile.
“Teacher Empowerment: leaving the twilight zone”
Can we actually empower teachers or do they have to do so themselves?
Teacher empowerment has 3 dimensions: autonomy to make our own
decisions, professional growth (appropriate training) and self-efficacy (achieving
learning in our classes).
How can we find ways forward?
Through democratic decision-making, collaborative action and teacher-led
professional development.
And remember: Teacher research is research, too!
David Nunan & Julie Choi.
“Co-constructing reaching and learning through multimodal tasks”
The speakers contextualised multimodal learning as part of learnercentredness.
Activities proposed:
Language learning trajectory grid - learners plot their learning process on a grid,
relating time and place to motivational level. This converts students into
researchers of their own learning experience, and can be complemented with a

survey, asking, for example: “What helps you learn most?” Nunan’s and Choi’s
students answered: 1) teacher (helps or hinders), 2) making local friends, 3)
Use of L1, and 4) interest in varieties of English.
Language Portraits – learners are given a human silhouette and colour in the
languages they know.
Food for thought – How learner-centred are my classes????
Ben Dobbs.
“Developing conflict management, negotiation and mediation skills”
The speaker proposes including these skills in our language teaching, through
activities such as simulations, bi- and multi-party negotiations, border disputes,
debates or critical incidents.
Interesting, but the teaching applications are not 100% clear to me.
Heike Philp & Letizia Cinganotto.
“GUINEVERE - learn a language through games in virtual worlds”
This is a presentation about a European project that sounds too specific to me.
A lot of tech-speak… What I do take with me is the knowledge that there are
educational versions of Second Life, Minecraft and Open SIM that allow young
and adult learners to practise English in a real-life environment while enjoying a
gaming experience. Sounds like a win-win to me but I am far too low-tech to
even think about trying it. The project offers free online training, though. Here’s
the link to their website, for the techy teachers among you: LINK.
Jason Anderson.
“Deconstructing jigsaw activities”
The speaker presented several variations of common jigsaw activities, such as
the Case Comparison Jigsaw, the Translingual Jigsaw and the Fragmented
Story Jigsaw. Slides and handout are available on his website. LINK
I very much liked the mix of theory and practice in this talk, even though there
was a bit of a sales pitch for his recently published book at the beginning and at
the end.
Emma Dafouz & John Knagg: ELT Journal debate.
“This house believes that EMI opens doors in our 21st century world”
Great idea to use the debate format for this very controversial issue. Clear initial
statement by Emma Dafouz on the need to differentiate EMI (English Medium
instruction) from other related terms such as CLIL, ESP or CBL. Then a strong
insistence on implementing EMI correctly and measuring its impact to assure
quality. John Knagg vehemently opposes the motion by indicating that EMI
reduces learning outcomes, endangers multiculturalism and multilingualism and
reinforces inequality. The audience then comments and asks questions: Clearly
this is a “hot” topic that raises strong feelings. The final audience vote (a draw)

shows that there is no consensus and we still have a long way to go to
implement EMI properly….

I go to several more talks, but these are the ones that make a clear impression
on me. Returning home from Liverpool, I’ll take with me other impressions of
colour, movement, smiling faces, Liverpool in the sleet and rain, walking down
Kings Parade along the waterfront, the incredibly helpful IATEFL team and staff
and a strong wish to come back another year.
Next year’s IATEFL Conference is going to be in Manchester, from 18th to 21st
April, 2020. Don’t miss it, go and check out the scholarship page.
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